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Introduction 
 

Clinical and statistical research has confirmed that melanoma is the most dangerous form 

of skin cancer, with a rapid evolution which causes a high mortality rate in the population worldwide. 

Due to the increased incidence of melanoma, new approaches need to be developed to accurately 

and correctly differentiate skin lesions. 

The topic proposed by this PhD thesis is one of real interest as SelfChecker applications for 

skin lesion analysis offer a modern technological approach to help people with suspicious skin 

lesions decide whether to seek further medical attention. 

As a result of the evolution in mobile phone technology and the development of appropriate 

digital dermatoscopic image processing techniques, there has been a significant increase in interest 

in recent years in the development of an automated expert system capable of assessing skin 

lesions. This automated system may be an important step in the treatment of melanoma based on 

early detection of the affected area. The final diagnosis must be made by the medical specialist, 

working with specialists from technical fields, so that the expert system “Skin Lesions” developed 

is as effective as possible and early detection of melanoma is achieved in a shorter time span. 

The development of high-performance expert systems is closely linked to research results 

in the field of digital dermoscopic image processing and analysis. Thus, once the digital dermoscopic 

image is acquired, this must be processed and analysed in real time, as speed of diagnosis in 

melanoma is sometimes vital. 

The present PhD thesis aims to develop an expert system “Skin Lesions” for the analysis 

of skin lesions using digital images. In order to achieve the aim of the PhD thesis, the following steps 

have been taken: 

- literature review on the use of methods for automatic information processing and interpretation 

of digital dermatoscopic images; 

-  acquisition of skin lesion images using a mobile device able to generate a digital image at its 

output; 

- the selection and description of features used to investigate useful information contained in the 

images; 

- pre-processing of digital images based on enhancement algorithms, removal of artefacts and 

extraction of areas of interest based on linear, non-linear, wavelet or Fourier transform filtering 

algorithms; 

-  image segmentation;  

-  description, recognition, selection and classification operations of object features  extracted in 

the segmentation process; 

- analysis of experimental data and interpretation of the listed operations performed with different 

quality metrics or advanced statistical methods;  

-  implementation of innovative diagnostic methods based on colour clusters; 

- securing digital images; 

- implementation of the expert system “Skin Lesions” as a health care mobile phone application 

that identifies whether a skin lesion may be a cause for concern and displays an alert. 

In this work, we reviewed the literature on digital dermoscopic image processing and evaluation 

and developed original processing methods that were used to create the Skin Lesions expert 

system.  
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1. Motivation for choosing the research topic 

 

As mobile devices are used by billions of people all over the world and these are equipped 

with high resolution image sensors and powerful processors it is possible to design based on 

them new expert systems. The functions of mobile devices combined with advanced digital image 

processing algorithms can provide solutions for monitoring health and tracking the evolution of 

certain medical parameters.  

The expert system “Skin Lesions” developed uses proprietary algorithms, which can also 

be used for educational purposes as an e-Learning opportunity for students. I believe that the 

scientific results obtained are benchmarks, for future research in the medical and industrial fields. 

At the end of the 5 years of study we have implemented an expert system for an objective 

evaluation of skin lesion features. 

 

2. The importance of the research 

 

Based on the topic of my PhD thesis, I proposed a series of original algorithms whose 

efficiency in differentiating skin lesions has been experimentally validated. For this, during the 

achievement of this scientific thesis, I followed step by step the entire process concerning the 

processing of digital dermatoscopic images. I have also taken into account that the functions of a 

mobile phone combined with advanced algorithms of digital image processing offer solutions for 

monitoring and tracking the evolution of certain parameters of skin lesions. Thus, efficient 

algorithms were developed and implemented in the proposed expert system: 

- analysis of melanomas and nevi using geometric features and first-order features; 

- the influence of color space on the classification of skin lesions using their features that can 

provide useful information about their structure; 

- selecting relevant features from images for classification of nevi vs. melanomas; 

- histogram analysis to investigate and classify skin lesions; 

- classification of skin lesions using the k-NN algorithm and based on 2D fractal dimensions; 

- determining the lesion contours; 

- developing and implementing the expert system “Skin Lesions” ". 

To process the digital images and to obtain the experimental results we used the Matlab 

2017a environment with the libraries: Graphical User Interface, Image Processing Toolbox, 

Wavelets, nntool. For the analysis of characteristic parameters we used the statistical software 

package MedCalc designed for statistical applications in medical laboratory. For designing the 

expert system ,,Skin Lesions" we chose the Android platform, this being a very popular operating 

system. 

By publishing articles and presenting the results obtained during the PhD research at 

scientific conferences, we validated the experimental data obtained. 

 

3. Thesis objectives 

 

 The aim of the research is to develop a patient-oriented SelfChecker application for skin 

lesion analysis from digital images using mobile devices. 

 The overall objective of the thesis is to develop an expert system ,,Skin Lesions" for 

automatic analysis of images acquired with a mobile device that ultimately, displays an alert if a 

skin lesion may be a cause for concern. 
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X 

 
 

In accordance with the general objective of the PhD thesis "MODERN TOOLS FOR SKIN 

MELANOMA DETECTION - SelfChecker application for the analysis of nevi and melanomas 

using digital images" and the scientific reports submitted during the training period, the following 

specific objectives were proposed and achieved: 

-  improvement in melanoma detection and classification techniques; 

-  the use of mobile devices in medical systems and the development of computer-aided 

diagnosis (CAD); 

- improvement of image processing methods for melanoma feature extraction.  

 

4. Dissemination of research results 

 

The research results of the PhD traineeship have been materialised in 13 scientific papers 

(indexed in ISI Web of Knowledge (Clarivate) and Scopus, IEEE Xplore and BDI/B+ databases 

indexed in EBSCO database). Among these, 2 papers were published in ISI refereed journals, 3 

papers were published in ISI Proceedings volumes, 3 papers were published in international 

conference volumes and 3 papers were published in BDI refereed journals.  

   The novelty of this PhD thesis lies in the evolutionary, processual approach, based on the 

latest information, theoretical foundations, principles and methods supporting the process of skin 

lesion analysis. The methods proposed in chapters 3, 4 and 5 can be appreciated as new methods 

of differentiation of skin lesions, as well as the expert system materialized by the application ,,Skin 

Lesions". The thesis problem has been structured in such a way that the scientific novelty 

obtained from the research process and the practical value of the work are highlighted in several 

elements presented in the final chapter. 
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Chapter 1 

Current status of research on methods for microstructural and 

morphological characterization of digital dermoscopic images 

 

The aim of this chapter: to review the scientific literature on methods for microstructural 

and morphological characterization of digital dermoscopic images. 

Starting from the study of algorithms reported in various scientific papers, the contribution 

made has resulted in the development of one’s own algorithms. They can quickly and efficiently 

differentiate skin lesions and have been implemented in the expert system “Skin Lesions".   

In short the summary of this chapter consists in the theoretical presentation of the 

following: 

- An analysis of statistics on the evolution of melanomas underlines that melanoma is one of the 

most dangerous skin cancers in terms of death rate. The probability of death increases when the 

skin lesion is diagnosed too late. For the development of the proposed expert system an important 

step is the recognition of skin lesions with specific datasets available online and free of charge, 

such as MedNode, ISIC archive, Ph2, 7-POINT. There are also paid datasets such as “Dermofit”, 

the interactive dermoscopy atlas. In the scientific literature, there are adopted screening methods 

that include reliable and standardized techniques which improve the early detection rate of 

melanoma. These methods support the process of self-examination of skin lesions: structural 

analysis [36], the ABCDE method [37], the 7-point checklist [38], or the Menzies [39], CASH [40], 

Chaos and Clues [41] and BLINCK [42] methods.  

- For the implementation of the proposed expert system we chose the ABCD method because it 

is compatible with the computer implementation of, the SelfChecker application in the Matlab 

programming environment. In this way, the features of skin lesions can be evaluated which help 

us to develop support systems able to signal the severity of the situation and prompt us to see a 

specialist. The acronym ABCD refers to four parameters: asymmetry, contour irregularity (border), 

color variation and skin lesion diameter greater than 6 mm. These parameters provide a simple 

means of assessing skin lesions. 

- The research reviewed in the field of image processing shows that the field is still in need of 

innovative ideas, both in terms of image processing software and hardware solutions that acquire 

digital dermoscopic images without defects, artefacts or noise. 

- Mobile phone apps for early melanoma diagnosis are graphically friendly and easy to use to 

support people with skin lesions in deciding whether or not to seek further medical attention: 

DermLite app [116], Skin Cancer App - MySkinPal - Map your skin moles [118], MoleScope app 

[119], ApreSkin you app [120], Derma Analytics app, Miiskin app [122], "APD Skin Monitoring" 

app [123], SkinVision app [124], ,,SkinMD" app [127], ,,eSkin" app [112], etc. 

- The Otsu image thresholding method [85] is based on image variance maximization and it’s a 

commonly used method for skin lesion segmentation. In all fixed thresholding techniques, a cutoff 

value is selected based on which the image is converted from gray scale to binary.  

- The classification of skin lesions when implementing the expert system ,,Skin Lesions" is done 

using the total dermoscopy score - TDS. 
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Chapter 2 

Mathematical methods and models used in the analysis of digital 

dermoscopic images 

 

Image analysis can be performed with mathematical methods and models that are 

designed to simplify images from complex structures into simple elements. Mathematical methods 

and models correlate objects of interest in images with regular or irregular geometric shapes.  

The synthesis of this chapter is made up of a theoretical presentation of the principles and 

mathematical descriptions of certain methods and models for processing digital dermatoscopic 

images, descriptions of segmentation methods based on contours, histograms and regions, 

clustering methods and data validation methods. 

 

2.1 Digital dermoscopic image processing methods  

Features successfully used in highlighting information from medical images are as it 

follows: 

- geometric features such as asymmetry, compactness, circularity, eccentricity; 

- color features; 

- first order features such as skewness, kurtosis. 

 

2.2 Segmentation methods 

Since an important step in image analysis is to highlight certain objects or regions of 

interest (ROI) in the image, methods are used to segment the areas of interest by determining 

the boundaries of the objects under analysis. This can be used: 

 

2.2.1 Segmentation based on morphological operators 

The principle of morphological operators used for contour extraction is based on 

measuring the differences between the extreme values (minimum and maximum) of the 

neighbourhood of the current point; if the difference between these values is large enough it 

means that the current point is a contour point, being in a transition zone of pixel values. 

 

2.2.2 Histogram-based segmentation 

Scrolling the histogram pixel by pixel requires control of the grey levels so that the 

histogram function, which is a probability function, will satisfy the condition [162]:  
1

0

( ) 1
L

i

h i




  (2.62) 

where L is the number of grey levels of an image. 

The color histogram is a method of describing the color content of an image and quantifies 

the number of occurrences of each color in an image [163]. For a given RGB image, let L be the 

intensity levels in the range [0, 1, 2,..., L-1]. The probability distribution can be defined as: 

1

0

, 1
C L

C Ci
i i

i

h
p p
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(2.63) 
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where i is a specific intensity level in the interval {0 1}i L    for the color component, 

{ , , }C R G B , N  is the total number of pixels in the image and 
c
ih is the number of pixels for 

intensity level i in the component C  [164]. 

 

2.3 Clustering algorithms 

Image clustering uses classification algorithms that group similar pixels in the image into 

clusters [167]. Clustering pixels into clusters is based on the principle of minimizing intra-cluster 

similarity and maximizing inter-class differences [168].  

 

2.3.1 K-means method 

The K-means method [172] involves grouping objects in a dataset into multiple clusters, 

each cluster containing a set of objects from a particular category.  

 

2.3.2 Fuzzy C-means method 

The Fuzzy C-means method [173] is a clustering technique that allows an item in the 

dataset to belong, with a certain degree of membership, to one or more clusters. In non-fuzzy 

analysis, or hard clustering, the information is divided into clusters where each entity belongs to 

a single cluster [174]. The association of an object with a cluster is done using membership 

degrees: 

 

2.4 Methods for validating the proposed models 

Validation of the proposed method is a mandatory step in image analysis. It consists of 

verifying the accuracy of the method and can be performed using different methods:  

 

2.4.1 ROC curve (Receiver Operating Features) 

The ROC curve [175] is a two-dimensional curve plotting the sensitivity (on the Ox axis) 

vs. false positive rate (Oy axis) and specificity, respectively, where: Sensitivity = TP/(TP+FN), 

Specificity = TN /(TN+FP), where TP - Positive prediction, positive response, TN - Negative 

prediction, negative response, FP - Positive prediction, negative response, FN - Negative 

prediction, positive response.  

The ROC curve is a useful test that checks with the area under the curve (AUC) how 

effective a feature is (the larger the area under the curve the higher the accuracy of the test, an 

area of 1 represents a perfect feature and if the AUC < 0.6 the feature becomes irrelevant) [176].  

Another statistical interpretation of the ROC curve, that helps to determine the maximum cut-off 

point, is the Youden Index (J) which is defined as [177]: J = maximum (Sensitivity + Specificity -

1). Lower J values indicate that the feature under analysis has no relevance for the proposed 

study [178]. 

 

2.4.2 Cross validation (CV) method 

The data evaluation algorithm using the cross-validation method assumes the existence 

of n data sets structured as follows, n - 1 sets are used for training and the nth set for testing. The 

algorithm is repeated k times, (usually k = 10). At each step, the effect of adding or removing a 

relevant item for classification is evaluated. When this operation produces no further improvement 

in the results then the algorithm stops [179]. 
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2.4.3 Dispersion index (ID) 

  This method quantifies whether a data set is clustered or dispersed compared to a 

standard statistical model: 

If ID = 0 for the data there is no dispersion, if  ID ∈ (0,1) the data is under-dispersed and if ID > 1 

the data is dispersed.  

The dispersion index is calculated according to the formula [180]:  

2

ID



  

 
(2.89) 

 

2.5 Tools for skin lesion classification 

CAD classification systems require dedicated image processing algorithms to provide 

mathematical descriptions of suspected skin lesions.  

 

2.5.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 

ANNs consist of a set of linked nodes that collaborate to solve problems. ANNs consist of 

an input level, an output level and a hidden level. The input nodes retrieve information in numerical 

form. The information is presented as activation values, where each node is assigned a number, 

so the higher the number, the higher the activation. In the case of a feed-forward network, 

information is forwarded throughout the network [182]. The activation value is passed from node 

to node, but weighted in a certain way. The activation values are reviewed at each node. The 

activation flows through the network, through hidden layers, until it reaches the output nodes. The 

difference between the predicted value and the actual value (error) will be propagated back 

throughout the network. The transfer function converts input signals into output signals, the 

sigmoid transfer function is used [183]. Each training network is a pair of the form  { ,X Y }, where

X  is a vector containing the input data values and Y is a vector of target values (desired values). 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the following metrics are calculated from 

the confusion matrix [184]. 

 

Sensitivity ( )
TP

SE
TP FN




 
(2.90) 

Specificity( )
TN

SP
TN FP




 
(2.91) 

Accuracy( )
TP TN

ACC
TP TN FP FN




  
 

(2.92) 

Precision ( )
TP

P
TP FP




 
(2.93) 

2
Dice  coefficient ( )

2

TP
D

TP FP FN


 
 

(2.94) 

Jaccard  index ( )
TP

JAC
TP FN FP


 

 
(2.95) 

 

where TP is true positive, FP false positive, TN false true negative and FN false negative. 
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The simplest and yet most commonly used error function whose purpose is to estimate 

the performance of neural networks is the mean squared error (MSE) [185].   

2

1

1
( )

n

ii
i

MSE Y Y
n





   
(2.96) 

 

where n is the number of variables, Y is the vector of variables. 

 

2.5.2 Radial basis function neural network (RBFNN)  

The RBF neural network is a three-layer feed forward neural network architecture. Each 

hidden node puts into action a nonlinear activation function, which is a radially symmetric function. 

The radial basis function is centered on a vector in the feature space and its response varies 

monotonically with distance from the center point. RBFNN can be formulated as the minimization 

of the MSE function. A critical point for the implementation of an RBF network is to establish the 

RBF centers and determine the weights. Once the RBF centers and nonlinearities in the hidden 

layer are determined, the weights are calculated based on linear regression of the hidden layer 

outputs to the desired outputs or target values. The RBFNN classifier is trained and validated 

using cross-validation to strengthen the capabilities of the predictive model [188]. This approach 

separates datasets into training and testing groups and avoids overfitting. 

 
Figure 2.4 Structure of an RBFNN classifier [187]. 

 

2.5.3 The kNN -cross-validation  

The kNN assumes that samples from each cluster are predominantly surrounded by samples 

from the same cluster [189]. The training stage preserves the features and class label of the 

training samples. Then, kNN classifies new instances based on a similarity operation. Euclidean 

distance is the most commonly used similarity measure. When only a small dataset is available, 

the cross-validation technique is an alternative solution to the augmentation technique. In 

addition, the sampling cost is low. kNN-CV with a 5-fold cross-validation algorithm uses a subset 

of the data for validation, but still uses all the data for the test phase. The input data is divided 

into five subsets. The algorithm is trained on four subsets and tested on one subset of data. Then 

this process is iteratively repeated until each subset of data becomes a test subset and all data 

is evaluated. 

  The training time complexity is O(d × n × logn), where the number of samples in the 

training dataset is denoted generically by n and the dimensionality of the data by d. The 
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complexity is average. For 5-fold kNN cross-validation, we repeat the calculations and increase 

the time complexity. This relatively higher computation time could be interpreted as a limitation of 

the kNN-CV algorithm. However, this drawback is compensated by the reduction of the overfitting 

influence. Moreover, the correct estimation of the test error is its main advantage. It also provides 

a good level of accuracy for the model [189]. 

 

2.5.4 Random Forest (RF)  

RF is an algorithm that creates decision trees on datasets and then obtains the prediction 

for each of them and finally selects the best solution [190]. Breiman [191] mathematically 

described RF as a classifier based on a family of classifiers 
1 kh(x |Θ ),...,h(x | Θ )  based on a 

classification tree with parameters 
kΘ chosen randomly from a random vector model  .  For the 

final ranking ( )f x  (which combines the classifiers { ( )}kh x ), each tree votes for the most popular 

class ,x on entry and the class with the most votes wins. Specific data 1{( , )}n
i i iD x y   we train 

a family of classifiers ( )kh x . Each classifier  ( ) ( | )k kh x h x  is in our case a predictor n, 1y  

=  the outcome associated with the input x . 

The Random Forest model is used in machine learning problems in order to determine 

the importance of input features. 
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Chapter 3 

Personal contributions on the extraction and selection of relevant 

features specific to skin lesions 

The objective of this chapter focused on the idea of highlighting those relevant features 

extracted from skin lesion images that have increased ability to differentiate and classify them by 

implementing specific algorithms. In order to achieve this goal, the results provided by new 

processing methods were presented and discussed. 

 

3.1 Analysis of skin lesions with significant features 

 

We conducted a study where we used a set of features such as asymmetry, skewness, 

kurtosis, compactness, circularity, eccentricity [193]. The mathematical approaches of the 

methods and features are presented in Chapter 2. The study contains two important steps: 

- image segmentation with a classical binarization method; 

- extraction of first-order and geometric features.  

For this study, image segmentation was performed with the Otsu segmentation method. 

 
Figura 3.5 Overview of the study 

 

Initially, the feature vector V1 = {AI, S, K, COMP,CIRC, E} was formed (Table 3.1). For 

each feature the ID was calculated. Based on the values obtained for the ID and in accordance 

with the statistical thresholds set by it, those features with a high degree of dispersion (ID > 1) 

were removed from the vector V1 and those with a lower degree of dispersion ID < 1 were kept. 

A second vector of ID-validated features was obtained and denoted by V2 = {AI, S, E} (Table 3.2). 

The stability of the features forming the vector V2, was determined using the area under the curve 

(AUC). The result of the analysis allows the construction of a third vector V3 = {IA, E} consisting 

of features for which AUC > 0.6. 
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Tabelul 3.1 ID for selected features in V1.  

The smaller average values of the ID select the relevant features 

Original 
image 

AI S K Comp Circ E 

Nevi 0.0109 0.178 5.461 24.947 15.559 0.079 

Melanoma 0.091 0.307 8.467 4.308 19.148 0.080 
 

Tabelul 3.2 Average AUC and J for features in V2 

AUC/ skin lesion  
 

AI S E 

AUC/nev 0.994 0.547 0.625 

J/nev 0.969 0.3582 0.615 

AUC/ melanom 0.949 0.532 0.761 

J/ melanom 0.897 0.3831 0.666 

AUC values indicate that only features IA and E meet the AUC > 0.6 stability condition. 

Feature S is excluded. The thresholds that were associated with the best Youden indices are 

shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6. In the proposed study, J was used to interpret the features in 

V2. As only IA and E are stable, we analyzed the J indices correlated with them.  

From the data analysis we observe J = 0.969 for AI and J = 0.615 for E (for nevus), J = 

0.889 for AI and J = 0.666 for E (for melanoma). As both values are closer to 1 than to 0 we resort 

to validating them by the K-fold cross-validation (CV) method.    

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Figura 3.6 ROC curves and J index corresponding to the selected features 

for non-melanoma (top line) and melanoma (bottom line) skin lesion. 

First column - AI; Second column - S; third column - E 
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CV estimates the misclassification percentage of the feature values in V3 after 10 

iterations of the algorithm on the two data sets, training and test. Figure 3.7 shows the evolution 

of CV-errors as a function of the number of repetitions. We find that the CV-error is between 0.89 

and 2.3 for feature E and 0.68 and 3 for feature IA.  

 
             Figura 3.7 Evoluția eroare CV pentru E și AI. 

Finally, the AI feature is selected as the most relevant in differentiating skin lesions, with 

a minimum of 0.68.  Furthermore, the AI feature has J = 0.89 for nevi and J = 0.96 for melanoma. 

 

3.2 Study of skin lesion asymmetry using artificial neural networks 

  Since asymmetry is the most relevant feature in differentiating of skin lesions, the 

proposed study  analyses the asymmetry using two methods: determining asymmetry by 

projection of the image on the principal axes (GAF) and from histogram projections (AHP).  

Dermoscopic images from two databases, i.e., MED-NODE and PH2 were used. The RGB 

images were binarized with the Otsu method (Figure 3.8). The output of the algorithms are the 

asymmetry values by the two methods. 

 
Figura 3.8 Algorithms for asymmetry calculation. 
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The asymmetry values, calculated using both methods, were divided into 70% training 

data, 15%, test data and 15% validation data. The network type selected for training was feed-

forward backpropagation. The Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation (LMBP) algorithm is used 

for training the network. The training function updates the comparison values according to the 

Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. The learning function used was Learngdm. After creating the 

network, the next step is to train the network. A two-layer ANN was developed (Figure 3.11), a 

hidden layer and an output layer for bidirectional transmission and 10 neurons in the hidden layer 

using the scaled conjugate gradient procedure for training. As input the data, were used the GAF 

asymmetry values calculated for nevi and melanomas from the MED-NODE database. As output 

data, the AHP asymmetry calculated for nevi from MED-NODE were used. 

ANN was created in Matlab with the purpose of performing the following operations: 

- import input and output data into the ANN app from the Matlab environment; 

- create the network; 

- determine percentages of data used for training, validation and testing; 

- calculate R and MSE statistical values. 

Tabelul 3.3 Features of the constructed network 

Feature Name 

Training algorithm LMBP 

Learning function Learngdm 

Square mean error, regression coefficient MSE, R 

Number of layers 2 

Number of neurons on the hidden layer 8, 10, 12, 14 

 

Tabelul 3.4 Input data and output data 

 
Training  
options 

Network training 

Input data   
Lesion type / database / algorithm 

Output data   
Lesion type / 

database / 
algorithm 

V1 Nevi/MED-NODE/ 

GAF 

V1 Nevi /MED-NODE/ 

GAF 

V2 Nevi /MED-NODE/ 

GAF 

V2 Naevus/ 

MED-NODE/ GAF 

V3 Nevi / PH2/ 

GAF 

V3 Nevi / PH2/  

GAF 

V4 Nevi / PH2/ 

GAF 

V4 Nevi /PH2/ 

GAF 

 

After training, the data were validated with the different network architectures obtained by 

changing the number of neurons in the hidden layer to the values 8, 10, 12 and 14.  Table 3.5 

shows the correct classification score (R and MSE) according to the number of neurons in the 

hidden layer. The training of the network stops automatically when an increase in the mean 

squared error (MSE) of the validation samples is obtained. The mean squared error (MSE) is the 

mean squared difference between the outputs and the desired results. The lower values of the 

MSE are the ones that are targeted. Regression analysis R is performed to measure the  
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correlation between outputs and desired outcomes. R close to 1 indicates a good correlation. 

Table 3.5 shows that the proposed training options V1 and V3 are robust for our purposes. Model 

V1 has lower MSE for 8 hidden neurons and is considered the optimal predictive model for the 

MED-NODE database. Model V3 has lower MSE for a structure with 12 hidden neurons and is 

also considered an optimal predictive model for the PH2 database. Models V2 and V4 are 

removed from our analysis. 

Tabel 3.5 Training phase: MSE and R values and number of neurons in the hidden layer 

Baza de date Model 
Număr de 

neuroni 
MSE R 

MED-NODE 

V1 

8 0.003 0.89 

10 0.005 0.84 

12 0.004 0.86 

14 0.025 0.27 

V2 

8 0.008 0.61 

10 0.006 0.79 

12 0.005 0.48 

14 0.004 0.36 

PH2 

V3 

8 0.198 0.38 

10 0.022 0.62 

12 0.021 0.83 

14 0.037 0.69 

V4 

8 0.030 0.52 

10 0.085 0.46 

12 0.069 0.34 

14 0.042 0.43 

 

The ANN performance as a function of training, validation and test data is shown in Figure 

3.12. This shows the interpretation of the mean squared error (MSE) as a function of the number 

of epochs, for the two variants for which the MSE is minimum i.e. V1 and V3 . The MSE decreases 

after several training epochs, but may start to increase on the validation dataset as the network 

starts to match validation data with training data. 

  

Figure 3.12 Best ANN model performance as a function of variation of MSE values according to 

the number of epochs (iterations) (a) V1; (b) V3. 
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The best performance was obtained at epoch 10 for V1 and at epoch 9 for V3. The MSE 

values are 0.003 (RMSE = 0.055) for V1 and 0.021 for V3 (RMSE = 0.445). 

Finally, the V1 model was considered the optimal model for which the accuracy of the method is 

determined by the lowest MSE and the highest R.  

3.3 Comparison of distance metrics for skin lesion differentiation 

Since asymmetry and diameter can be calculated with good accuracy [181] we conducted 

a study on the effectiveness of implementing new distance metrics (Euclidean distance, quasi-

Euclidean distance, city-block distance and chessboard distance) for skin lesion assessment 

[195]. The proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 3.13 

 

 
Figure 3.13 Overview of the study 

 

The geometric metrics are compared with the manual distance using the area under the 

curve (AUC) and the thresholds that were associated with the best Youden index values. The 

cross-comparison process was used for the DE-DM, DC-DM, DB-DM, DQ-DM pairs. ROC curves, 

AUC values and threshold values are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.  

The stability of the proposed metrics is determined using the following threshold values: 

AUC > 0.6 and Youden index 1J  . All investigated distance values used to measure skin lesion 

diameter had AUC values greater than 0.9. The best AUC values were determined for the 

chessboard distance (CD) metric, respectively 0.979 for nevi and 0.982 for melanoma. The 

Youden J index is 0.8426 for the nevi class and 0.875 for the melanoma class indicating an 

excellent relevance of this value for the stated objective. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

               Figure 3.14 ROC curves for nev. 
         (a) DC-DM; (b) DB-DM; (c) DE-DM; (d) DQ-DM.   

 
 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.15 ROC curves for melanoma. 
(a) DC-DM; (b) DB-DM; (c) DE-DM; (d) DQ-DM.  
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Lower AUC values were obtained for Euclidean distance (DE) with a value of 0.909 for 

the nevi class, and for quasi-Euclidean distance (DQ) with a value of 0.929 for the melanoma 

class, respectively. Similarly, lower values for J, were obtained for city block (DB) distance with 

0.66661 for nevi class and 0.66767 for melanoma class. 

The accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are shown in Table 3.6. 

 

Table 3.6 Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the proposed distance metrics: 

DC-DM, DB-DM, DE-DM and DQ-DM for nevus and melanoma. 

 

 DC-DM DB-DM DE-DM DQ -DM 

Sensitivity 
 (%) 

 nev 92.96 69.74 80.82 83.33 

 melanoma 87.50 
87.34 95.83 92.83 

Specificity  

(%) 
 

nev 91.30 96.87 89.55 89.71 

melanom 100.00 80.33 75.00 73.53 

Accuracy 
(%) 

nev 
92.13 83.30 85.18 86.52 

melanoma 93.75 83.83 85.41 84.68 

 

According to the data in Table 3.6 in terms of sensitivity and specificity, the chessboard 

distance (CD), a balanced accuracy is observed for both nevi (92.13) and melanoma (93.75). In 

contrast, the city block distance (DB) has sensitivity values of 69.74 / 87.34 against specificity of 

96.87 / 80.33 and accuracy values of 83.30 / 83.83 respectively. Similarly, values for Euclidean 

distance (ED) show sensitivity values of 80.82 / 95.83 against specificity of 89.55 / 75.00 and 

accuracy of 85.18 / 85.41, and quasi-Euclidean (QD) values show sensitivity of 83.33 / 92.83 

against specificity of 89.71 / 73.53 and 86.52 / 84.68 respectively. 

The results show excellent performance values for DC, with AUC of 0.997 for nevi and 0.982 for 

melanomas, respectively. Also, J is 0.8426 for nevus class and 0.875 for melanoma class. 

 

3.4 Selection of relevant features from non-dermatoscopic images for classification of nevi 

vs. melanomas 

 

Trying to break out of the ABCD rule patterns, I conducted a study targeting eight features, 

namely asymmetry index (AI), eccentricity (E), circularity (CIRC), normalized amplitude (FFT), 

color distribution asymmetry (Q), quadrant asymmetry index (ƛ), and invariant Hu moments (F6, 

F7). These features are dedicated to the assessment of asymmetry based on the evaluation of 

the shape and colours of skin lesions. We aimed to determine their potential in skin lesion 

differentiation [196]. We focused on the assessment of lesion shape and colour, which are 

expressed by different mathematical approaches presented in Chapter 2. Seventy melanomas 

and 100 nevi are investigated. To evaluate the performance of the proposed feature selection 

procedure, two datasets were used: D1 containing original images and D2 containing images pre-

processed for noise removal and non-uniform illumination reduction. The images are segmented, 

followed by the extraction of the proposed features. The ROC curve and area under the curve 

(AUC) are used to ascertain the relevance of the selected features and their ability to differentiate 

skin lesions. The steps of the proposed method are shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16 Proposed method for feature selection. 

An important step to achieve high performance in skin lesion differentiation is the 

elimination of noise and artefacts due to the existence of hair. A median filter is used to enhance 

the image with minimal degradation of the original image. To correct for non-uniform illumination, 

an algorithm using the Top-Hat transform was implemented. Figure 3.17 shows examples of 

images processed for noise removal and non-uniform illumination correction. 

Figure 3.18 displays the results of the skin lesion segmentation process. The Otsu method 

optimally converts a grey level image into a binary image by setting threshold values to reduce 

the overlap of the class distribution.  

The ROC and AUC curves are illustrated in Figure 3.19. Table 3.7 showing the mean 

values of the performance measures for D1 containing original images and D2 containing images 

pre-processed for noise removal and non-uniform illumination reduction. 

 

 

   

(a1) (b1) (c1) 

   

(a2) (b2) (c2) 

Figure 3.17 Preprocessing of a melanoma image (first raw) and nevus image (second raw): 
(a1,a2) Original image; (b1,b2) illumination equalization results obtained by employing classical 

top-hat transform; (c1,c2) the image given after applying the median filter. 
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(a1) 

 
(a2)  

(b1) 

 
(b2) 

 
(c1) 

 
(c2)  

(d1) 
 

(d2) 

 
(e1)  

(e2) 
 

(f1) 
 

(f2) 

Figure 3.18 Skin lesion segmentation, with index 1 for a nevus and 2 for melanoma; (a1, a2) 
original RGB image; (b1, b2) ellipse circumscribing the lesion; (c1, c2) elliptical mask; (d1, d2) 

elliptical mask enclosing the skin lesion; (e1, e2) elliptical mask in grayscale containing the 
lesion; and (f1, f2) mask associated with the skin lesion (segmented image). 

 

For the images in set D2, an average accuracy of the melanoma vs. nevi classification is 

observed (Table 3.7). Eccentricity (E) and normalized amplitude (FFT) are relevant features for 

differentiating skin lesions. Thus eccentricity (E) and normalized amplitude (FFT) for data set D2 

indicate a sensitivity of 0.94 / 0.80, specificity of 0.63 / 0.51 and accuracy of 0.79 / 0.66 and for 

data set D1 eccentricity (E) and normalized amplitude (FFT) indicate a sensitivity of 0.90 / 0.53, 

specificity of 0.66 / 0.76 and accuracy of 0.78 / 0.65. The moment invariant Hu F6 is important for 

nevus analysis as the specificity/sensitivity is 0.82/0.72 with accuracy of 0.772. The invariant Hu 

moment F7 follows the same trend, but the accuracy is 0.67 (D2).  

 
Table 3.7 Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of analysed features 

 Features 

 AI  E  CIRC  TFF  Q  ƛ  F6  F7  

Sensitivity 
(D1) 

0.98 0.90 0.81 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.68 0.76 

Sensitivity 
(D2) 

0.84 0.94 0.81 0.80 0.63 0.65 0.72 0.62 

Specificity 
(D1) 

0.64 0.66 0.32 0.76 0.57 0.46 0.80 0.51 

Specificity 
(D2) 

0.87 0.63 0.35 0.51 0.58 0.53 0.82 0.71 

Accuracy  
(D1) 

0.82 0.78 0.57 0.65 0.59 0.57 0.74 0.64 

Accuracy  
 (D2) 

0.85 0.79 0.58 0.66 0.61 0.59 0.77 0.67 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.19 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and area under the curve (AUC) for 
discriminating melanoma from nevi in the D1 and D2 datasets: (a) AI (asymmetry index) and E 

(eccentricity) features; (b) circularity (CIRC) and FFT normalization amplitude features; (c) 
asymmetry of color distribution (Q) and quadrant asymmetry (ƛ) features; (d) F6 and F7 Hu’s 

invariant moments. 
 

The asymmetry of color distribution (Q) and the quadrant asymmetry (ƛ) showed no 

significant contribution assessed by sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. According to these 

results, asymmetry index (AI) and eccentricity (E) together with Hu F6 invariant moment, are quite 

competent to differentiate skin lesions. Also, normalized amplitude (FFT) shows great potential in 

classifying skin lesions. In Figure 3.19 we observe the following: the area under the curve (AUC) 

values for AI (asymmetry index) is 0.81 for D1 and 0.89 for D2 showing a very good separation 

between the two classes (melanoma and nevus).  

Similarly, for feature E (eccentricity), the AUC values are 0.75 (D1) and 0.77 (D2) 

indicating good separation between the two classes. Circularity (CIRC), the asymmetry of color 

distribution (Q) and the quadrant asymmetry (ƛ) have areas under the ROC curve between values 

0.51 and 0.58 indicating a modest separation of the two classes. The normalized amplitude (FFT) 

has AUC 0.64 for D1 and 0.69 for D2 and shows a moderate separation of the two classes. The 

invariant Hu moments F6 and F7 have AUC 0.71 for D1 and 0.77 for D2 and 0.61 for D1 and 0.66 

for D2, respectively. F6 has a good separation of the two classes, while F7 has an average 

separation of the two classes.  
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Chapter 4 

Personal contributions on the classification of skin lesions based  

on color clusters 
 

The aim of this chapter is to bring to the forefront new advanced segmentation methods 

based on clustering and active contours capable of extracting skin lesion structures. The features 

extracted from the areas of interest can be analysed and classified with statistical methods so 

that the sharing of classes containing nevi and melanomas is as obvious as possible. The 

objective of this chapter focused on understanding the influence of morphological operators in 

differentiating skin lesions.  

In this chapter the synthesis of scientific research is reported through studies that allow 

the selection of the relevant color distribution from skin lesion images using color histogram 

analysis, kNN algorithm, area fractal dimension and color group statistical features using a set of 

machine learning techniques, Random Forest (RF) algorithm. 

 

4.2 Color histogram analysis for skin lesion differentiation 

 

We proposed a new solution for detecting skin lesion boundaries using the color histogram 

as the main tool in evaluating the color distribution of red, green and blue channels [200]. For 

each monochrome channel, a global threshold value is calculated using the Otsu method. Pixel 

clustering of objects and image background is performed taking into account intra- and inter-class 

variations. The selected thresholds are clearly marked in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 

 
 
                          
             
 
 
 
                                         

                        
                    (a)                               (b)                             (c)                                (d)                              

    Figure 4.4 Histograms, R, G and B monochrome channels and threshold  
values for melanoma  

(a) Histogram of RGB channels. (b) Red channel; (c) Green channel; (d) Blue channel. 
 
 

   
                   
   (a )                               (b)                                   (c)                                 (d) 

Figure 4.5 Histograms, R, G and B monochrome channels and threshold values for nevi  

(a) Histogram of RGB channels. (b) Red channel; (c) Green channel; (d) Blue channel. 
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The data displayed in color histograms are analyzed using the spread of histogram  (HS) 

[61] as the ratio of interquartile range (IQR) to monochromatic pixel amplitude (R). To determine 

the similarity between features we used the K-means algorithm. We assumed that once clusters 

are formed, there are no redundant features in our model.  

 
Figure 4.7 The threshold values for R, G and B monochromatic channels for melanoma and 

nevi 

 

It can be seen that for channel G and B the threshold values are evenly distributed so they 

cannot provide meaningful information. For the R channel the threshold values are higher and the 

data distribution is better separated between classes so it could be easily analysed. These 

threshold values for each monochrome channel create a new database for the cluster.  

To determine the quality and validity of the cluster, the following were calculated: the 

silhouette of an object, the average silhouette of a cluster, and the overall average silhouette for 

the whole set of skin lesion images (Figure 4.9). A decision on the importance of the monochrome 

channel in skin lesion classification is made by correlating HS with the relative weight of threshold 

values for each monochrome channel (Table 4.2).  

 

Table 4.2 HS value for melanoma and nevi 

 Melanoma Nevi 

HS 0,143178 0,100046 

 

A proper allocation of objects in the cluster is assessed by the silhouette thickness.  

The number of clusters was chosen a priori for 2 because there are two cluster classes: 

melanoma and nevus. So the clusters are distinct, non-uniform but also negative for G and B 

channels and for R channel the clusters are distinct, uniform and positive. 
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.                    (a)                                                  (b)                                              (c)  

Figure 4.9  Silhouette analysis for data clustering, n = 2.  
(a) Red;  (b) Green; (c) Blue channel. 1 for melanoma class; 2 for nevi class. 

 

Tabelul 4.3 The values SC for the monochromatic channels 

Skin Lesion 
Red Green Blue 

Melanoma 0.91 0.62 0.41 

Nevi 
0.90 0.61 0.39 

 

The red channel proves to be the most suitable for this task as it provides good silhouette 

width uniformity, no negative silhouette coefficient and SC values close to 1. 

 

4.4 Classification of skin lesions based on surface fractal sizes and statistical features of 

the colour cluster using a set of machine learning techniques 

 

The objective of the study is to recognize and classify skin lesions by implementing a novel 

combination of features between the 2D Higuchi’s surface fractal dimension  and relevant color 

area features and two classifiers as an auxiliary diagnostic method for melanoma recognition. 

The experimental base consisted of 248 nevi images and 407 melanoma images belonging to 

public databases: 7-Point (68 nevi and 297 dermoscopic melanoma images), Med-Node (100 

nevi 40 melanoma non-dermoscopic images), PH2 (80 nevi 40 melanoma dermoscopic images).  

To achieve the proposed objective, the following directions were followed: 

- Determination of the average representative percentage of colour areas of skin lesions for 

each data set considered. 

- Proposing a descriptor for investigating skin surface fractal dimensions for channels in RGB 

colour images, i.e. 2D Higuchi fractal dimension as a quantitative objective. 

- Implementation of two distinct machine learning classifiers, namely a kNN-CV algorithm and 

a RBFNN approach as a nonlinear classifier, to generate the prediction. 

- Dynamic data partitioning is performed using the 5-fold cross-validation (CV) method. 

These machine learning classifiers belong to different classification paradigms. 

An example of image preprocessing for noise reduction, hair removal and image 

segmentation is shown in Figure 4.13. DullRazor software was used for hair removal and image 

segmentation based on colour thresholding. 

Color features are selected using a clustering method that allows selection of the relevant 

color distribution in melanocytic lesion images and calculation of the average percentage of color 

areas in the lesion area of nevi and melanoma. For this, we analyzed the color histogram of each 
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skin lesion associated image. Thus, we considered twenty-three color groups, denoted as cl1, . . 

. , cl23, which are characterized by the largest differences between the minimum and maximum 

intensity in each R, G and B channel, as given in [203]. For each image, the percentage of each 

colour group is calculated as the ratio of the number of pixels in the lesion belonging to the 

specified colour group to the total pixels of the lesion. 

 
Figure 4.13 Illustration of preprocessing for hair removal and segmentation. 

Rows 1 and 2: nevi image (PH2 database).  
Rows 3 and 4: melanoma image (7-point database in row 3 and Med-Node database in row 4). 

First column: the original image. Second column: image after hair removal. 
Third column: segmented image. 

 
These mean percentages of colour areas represent statistically relevant features for 

differentiating skin lesions. A vector with many features is constructed. To eliminate features 

without predictive information, a t-test is used. A p-value < 0.05 is considered statistically 

significant, i.e. the selected samples are statistically significantly different from each other. The 

selected features are universally accepted and used to differentiate skin lesions. An example of 

the colour content measurement and clustering method to select the relevant colour distribution 

is shown in Figure 4.14.  
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cl1  cl9  cl17  
Rmin 128 Rmin 64 Rmin 96 
Gmin 64 Gmin 32 Gmin 32 
Bmin 32 Bmin 32 Bmin 32 
Rmax 159 Rmax 95 Rmax 127 
Gmax 95 Gmax 63 Gmax 63 
Bmax 63 Bmax 63 Bmax 63 
cl2  cl10  cl18  
Rmin 32 Rmin 160 Rmin 192 
Gmin 0 Gmin 128 Gmin 96 
Bmin 0 Bmin 96 Bmin 96 
Rmax 63 Rmax 191 Rmax 223 
Gmax 31 Gmax 159 Gmax 127 
Bmax 31 Bmax 127 Bmax 127 
cl3  cl11  cl19  
Rmin 32 Rmin 96 Rmin 224 
Gmin 32 Gmin 32 Gmin 160 
Bmin 32 Bmin 0 Bmin 128 
Rmax 63 Rmax 127 Rmax 255 
Gmax 63 Gmax 63 Gmax 191 
Bmax 63 Bmax 31 Bmax 159 
cl4  cl12  cl20  
Rmin 160 Rmin 32 Rmin 192 
Gmin 96 Gmin 32 Gmin 128 
Bmin 64 Bmin 0 Bmin 64 
Rmax 191 Rmax 63 Rmax 223 
Gmax 127 Gmax 63 Gmax 159 
Bmax 95 Bmax 31 Bmax 95 
cl5  cl13  cl21  
Rmin 96 Rmin 128 Rmin 128 
Gmin 64 Gmin 96 Gmin 64 
Bmin 64 Bmin 96 Bmin 0 
Rmax 127 Rmax 159 Rmax 159 
Gmax 95 Gmax 127 Gmax 95 
Bmax 95 Bmax 127 Bmax 31 
cl6  cl14  cl22  
Rmin 128 Rmin 160 Rmin 96 
Gmin 96 Gmin 64 Gmin 64 
Bmin 64 Bmin 32 Bmin 32 
Rmax 159 Rmax 191 Rmax 127 
Gmax 127 Gmax 95 Gmax 95 
Bmax 95 Bmax 63 Bmax 63 
cl7  cl15  cl23  
Rmin 160 Rmin 160 Rmin 64 
Gmin 96 Gmin 96 Gmin 64 
Bmin 32 Bmin 96 Bmin 64 
Rmax 191 Rmax 191 Rmax 95 
Gmax 127 Gmax 127 Gmax 95 
Bmax 63 Bmax 127 Bmax 95 
cl8  cl16   

The  
segmented 

image 

 
Rmin 64 Rmin 128 
Gmin 32 Gmin 64 
Bmin 0 Bmin 64 
Rmax 95 Rmax 159 
Gmax 63 Gmax 95 
Bmax 31 Bmax 95 

 

Figura 4.14 Example of colour content measurement and clustering method to select the 
relevant colour distribution from skin lesion images. 

 
The fractal surface size is calculated using a 2D generalisation of the HFD. It calculates the HFD 
of the R, G and B channel colours in RGB images associated with skin lesions. The 2D Higuchi 
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surface fractal descriptor was calculated for each image with the fractal scaling parameter ranging 
from k = 1 to k = 8 (Figure 4.15). 

 

Figure 4.15 Example of HFD calculation. 

(a - c) R, G and B color channels for a digital image; (d - i) An illustration of the 

tessellation patterns for each color channel. The triangular shapes of k = 1 are shown in 

(d - f); the fractal scaling parameter k = 4 is shown in (g, i); (d, g) are R - channel 

images; (e, h) are G - channel images; (f, i) are B-channel images. 

 

The classification of both color and fractal features is performed separately using the kNN 

algorithm with a 5-fold cross-validation method. The same discriminative features are used for 

classification by the RBFNN approach as for a nonlinear classifier.  

An analysis of the performance of these different classification methods is performed. The 

prediction performance of kNN based on the average percentage of feature descriptors of the 

colored areas differed significantly across color groups and datasets (Figure 4.16). The highest 

classification accuracies of 82.47% (clusters cl10 and cl15), 81.44% (cl23) and 80.41% (cl20) 

belong to dataset PH2. The second highest classification accuracy of 75.91% (cl5 cl7 and cl14) 

belongs to the Med-Node dataset. Clusters cl3, cl11 and cl13 from the 7-point dataset gave lower 

accuracy results. Color clusters cl8, cl16, cl17, cl19 and cl22 did not contain any relevant mean 

percentage of color area feature descriptors. 
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Figure 4.16 The prediction performance for 5-fold cross-validation and kNN classifier 

for different average percentage of colour areas/color cluster descriptors. 
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Classification performance based on the 2D Higuchi surface fractal descriptor is shown in 

Table 4.5. Classification results show that the 2D Higuchi surface fractal descriptor produces 

higher classification accuracy (79.38%) than the average percentage of color zone feature 

descriptors for the PH2 dataset. 

Table 4.5.  Accuracy for 5-fold cross-validation and kNN classifier 

for 2D Higuchi fractal surface descriptors 

Dateset                 Sensitivity  (%)    Accuracy (%)    Precizion (%)        AUC      Dice Scores 

  7-Point              80.77             71.43        73.26           0.6948         0.7683 

  Med-Node             30.19                 64.23     57.14           0.6423         0.3951 

  PH2                      83.33             79.38     62.50           0.8047         0.7143 

 

The selected discriminant features were classified by a five-fold cross-validation and 

RBFNN approach. The input data were divided into five subsets; one subset was the test set and 

the other four subsets were for training. The Gaussian functions used h1, h2, . . ., hg were as 

follows: g = 15 for the 7-Point data set; g = 11 for the Med-Node data set and g = 10 for the PH2 

data set. 

The investigation was dedicated to determine the best performance for the RBFNN 

classifier with different inputs: 50 neurons per hidden layer and two outputs. The number of hidden 

neurons varied from 0 to 50, and the new hidden nodes were automatically incorporated by the 

network. Experimental verification indicated that 50 neurons on the hidden layer provided the best 

classification performance, and the classifier obtained the global optimal solution characterized 

by lower MSE.  

Our specified MSE target was 0.01. The diagnostic performance of the models was 

evaluated in terms of sensitivity, accuracy, precision, AUC, Dice scores and MSE provided by the 

RBFNN classifier. To highlight that both features can promote each other in the diagnostic 

process, the mean percentage of colour areas and HFD features were evaluated and compared 

together and separately, and the changes in performance are shown in Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 Performance of the RBFNN classifier in test experiments. 

Dateset 
RBFNN 
input 

Senzitivity 
(%) 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Precizion 
(%) 

AUC 
DICE 

 Scores 
 

No.  of 
hidden 

neurons 
MSE 

7-
POINT  

Color 
cluster 

97.77 95.12 94.32 0.9412 0.9603 
50 

0.1904 

Color 
cluster and 

HFD 
98.01 95.42 94.44 0.9422 09630 0.0924 

Med-
Node 

Color 
cluster 

96.22 94.12 88.61 0.9550 0.9333 
50 

0.1789 

Color 
cluster and 

HFD 
96.42 94.71 87.50 0.9588 0.9396 0.1662 

PH2 Color 
cluster 

1.00 94.17 85.03 0.9553 0.9195 
50 

0.1372 

Color 
cluster and 

HFD 
1.00 94.88 85.62 0.9685 0.9211 0.1128 
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Table 4.6 shows that for all investigated datasets, when the neural network input consisted 

of both the average percentage of color areas/color cluster and 2D Higuchi surface fractal 

descriptors, the diagnostic performance was improved in terms of accuracy, AUC, Dice scores, 

and MSE. In addition, the proposed RBFNN was found to be more accurate and efficient than the 

kNN algorithm in recognizing and classifying skin cancer. 

RBFNN errors were lower when the input data were color clusters and HFD descriptors, 

confirming our working hypothesis of using 2D Higuchi's fractal surface descriptors to improve 

classification performance was correct. In addition, skin lesion analysis was more accurate when 

the proposed RBFNN was used. 

We compared the results obtained with machine learning methods as well as neural 

network methods (Table 4.7). The classification accuracy of kNN-CV with 2D Higuchi surface 

fractal features is comparable to that provided by other classifiers. It can be seen that the 

proposed RBFNN algorithm achieved a significant improvement in accuracy in all cases. 

 

Table 4.7 The comparison of accuracy results of the proposed method with those of existing 

methods. 

Autor Acuratețe (%) și detalii 

Nasiri et al.[204]  64% (for 1st test: kNN (300, 100) and spot features) 

67% (2nd test: kNN (1346, 450) and spot features) 

Kavitha et al. [205] 78.2 (kNN and GLCM features) 

81.79% (Inception-ResNet-v2, ISIC 2016 dataset) 

Al-masni et al. [206] 81.57% (ResNet-50, ISIC 2017 dataset) 

89.29% (ResNet-50, ISIC 2018 dataset) 

Seeja & Suresh [207] 79.26% (kNN, LBP and Edge histograms, HOG, Gabor filter) 

Khan et al. [208] 94.50% (Neural Network/Feed Forward/sigmoid function/3 hidden 

layers, ISBI2016 dataset, 70:30 training and testing). 

94.20% (Neural Network/Feed Forward/sigmoid function/3 hidden 

layers, ISBI2017 dataset, 70:30 training and testing). 

Proposed kNN-CV 71.43% (7-Point dataset); 

64.23% (Med-Node dataset) and  

79.38% (PH2 dataset) for 2D Higuchi’s surface fractal features 

Proposed 

 RBFNN 

95.42% (7-Point dataset) 

94.71% (Med-Node dataset) 

94.88% (PH2 dataset) 

  

4.5 Skin lesion differentiation using the Random Forest (RF) algorithm 

Since the first warning signs for early detection and prevention of melanoma are colour 

and irregular edges a particular importance we have given to methods and techniques for 

investigating the colour of dermoscopic images based on clustering algorithms and characterizing 

the shapes of objects in an image based on Hu moments viewed as invariant moment features 

[209]. 

The objective of the research was to develop a novel algorithm for the differentiation of 

skin lesions based on color (C) and Hu moment (H) features using the Random Forest (RF) 

algorithm. 

The experimental base used consisted of 68 nevi and 98 melanomas from the 7-Point 

database, 100 nevi and 70 melanomas from the Med-Node database and 80 nevi and 40 

melanomas from the PH2 database. For all datasets, 70% of the total samples were taken in the 
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training set and the remaining 30% for the test set. The proposed methodology for identifying 

relevant features for classifying skin lesions is shown in Figure 4.17.  

 

Figure 4.17 Overview of the methodology 
 

For the extraction of colour features, the images were segmented based on the optimal 

colour threshold method applied on each RGB colour channel (red, green, blue). A binary mask 

was obtained for each image and the area of interest for the skin lesion was highlighted. 

Segmented images were also preprocessed using DullRazor hair removal software.  

 

       

      

      

Figure 4.18 Examples of preprocessed images. 

Row 1: images from the 7-Point database; Row 2: images from the MED-NODE 

database; Row 3: images from the PH2 database. 

 
Figure 4.18 shows examples of preprocessed images. Each image is divided into color 

groups based on the method proposed by Seidenari et al. [203]. Using the minimum and 

maximum RGB intensity, 23 color features were extracted. The clustering method allows selection 

of the relevant color distribution, and calculates the average percentage of color areas in the area 

of the skin lesion [202]. 
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We used the RF algorithm involving 30 input features for skin lesion images of three 

datasets and two output classes (nevi and melanomas). The obtained feature sets are fed into 

the random RF classifier to determine the relevant feature to classify skin lesions with the highest 

accuracy. As the RF algorithm for classification problems uses majority voting, and for regression 

problems it uses the average prediction of individual decision trees we will analyze those features 

for which the relevance exceeds the average (0.033). Figure 4.19 shows the calculated 

performance for the proposed features. 

 
Figure 4.19 Feature accuracy. 

Skin lesion differentiation accuracy was evaluated on a training set consisting of 30% skin 

lesion images and tested on 70% other skin lesion images for each dataset. Because the 

diagnostic performance may depend on the degree of image difficulty, we correlated the 

mathematical parameters of the skin lesion features and compared the accuracy for each 

database. The relevant features are: 

- H5, H7, H6, H2, C08 for the 7 Point data set; 

- H7, H5, H6, H2, H1 for the Med-Node dataset; 

- H5, H6, H7, C03, H1 for PH2 dataset. 

The impact of using the selected features for each data set is shown in table 4.8. 

 

Table 4.8 Relevant features and performances of the RF classifier 

 Database  Accuracy  Sensitivity  Specificity 

7-Point 94.0% 92.5 % 94.9% 

Med-Node 98.1 % 99.0 % 97.1% 

PH2 96.5 % 98.7 % 92.7% 

 

The results obtained were compared with the results obtained in other studies. In the 

presented study, a higher accuracy was obtained in the classification of skin lesions for HU 

moments compared to color features, namely 94% for the 7-Point database, 98.1% for the Med-

Node database and 96.5% for PH2 database. These features are dedicated to the evaluation of 

images based on the assessment of irregularity of edges and colors of skin lesions. Our approach 

to analyze the shape geometry and color of benign (nevi) and malignant (melanoma) lesions will 

be useful to detect lesions before they grow and become a case of melanoma. 
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Chapter 5 

Personal contributions on the implementation  

of the ''Skin Lesions" expert system 
 

The aim of the ''Skin Lesions" expert system is to provide the user with relevant 

information to enable them to draw their own conclusions based on the skin lesion analysis, with 

the clear specification that the system is not intended to replace doctors, but only to provide users 

with an additional motivation to seek medical assistance if necessary.  

 

5.1 Requirements for an application 

The expert system ,,Skin Lesions" has been developed into a mobile application (app) 

that can be downloaded and installed on Google Android mobile phone platforms. 

The main requirements for the mobile app: 

- to be able to capture images using the phone's camera; 

- to be able to upload images from the phone's memory; 

- the graphical user interface of the app must contain buttons to start the analysis processes; 

- to display information messages. 

An expert melanoma analysis system is built in four main steps.  

The first stage is image acquisition which can be performed by different devices such as 

dermatoscope, spectroscope, standard digital camera or phone camera. The images acquired by 

these devices have particular features and different qualities that can significantly change the 

outcome of the analysis process.  

The second stage involves detecting skin lesions and resizing the image.  

The third stage calculates features A, B, C, D with own algorithms. 

 Finally, the fourth stage classifies the lesions according to the TDS score producing an 

estimate whether the lesion is benign or malignant (melanoma).  

Own algorithms are used to calculate the TDS score, asymmetry features, edge/grain 

regularity, colour and diameter. Each of the features is then multiplied by a given weighting factor 

to obtain a total dermoscopic score (TDS). TDS values below 4.75 indicate a benign melanocytic 

lesion, values between 4.8 and 5.45 indicate a suspicious lesion, and values equal to or greater 

than 5.45 are highly suggestive of melanoma [210].  

 For the development of the proposed expert system we used: 

- Java programming language development kit; 

- Android SDK (Software Development Kit); 

 Android Studio: an integrated development environment (IDE);  

- Android Virtual Device (delivered with the Android SDK), a device on which to run the 

applications; 

- A mobile phone with the Android operating system for which the ''Skin Lesions'' application 

has been developed. 

The compiling and running on a device is done using the SDK. It is the component that 

creates the file that will be installed on the device and that has the .apk extension, merging all the 

resources in the application project. 

We incorporated MATLAB codes for each feature using the ToApp Block from the Android 

Studio support package. 
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5.2 The proposed technique 

Acquiring the digital image of the skin lesion is the first and main step in making the expert 

system ''Skin Lesions". We use either images obtained using a commercially available digital 

camera or dermoscopy or images obtained with a mobile phone. After the image is acquired we 

extract discriminating features from the skin lesion. To assess asymmetry we used the geometric 

feature asymmetry (GAF) calculation algorithm presented in the study [194]. To assess contour 

(border) irregularity (B) we used the compactness index presented in the study [193]. Six different 

colors are considered to determine the color score: white, red, light brown, dark brown, blue-gray 

and black.  White should only be considered if the area is lighter than the adjacent skin. The 

maximum color score is 6 and the minimum score is 0. For color detection we used the method 

proposed in study [200]. For diameter we used the Chessboard distance method presented in 

study [195]. 

For the classification of skin lesions I propose to calculate the total dermoscopy score 

(TDS) using formula 1.1 [211]: 

After calculating the TDS, the diagnosis will be obtained according to the interpretation in 

Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Diagnosis of lesions according to TDS. 

 Total dermoscopy score TDS  Interpretation 

 0 -  2.75 Benign lesion 

 2.76 -  4.75 Slightly suspicious lesion (benign) 

 4.76 -  5.45 Lesion suspected to be melanoma 

(melanoma) 

 >5.46 Lesion highly suspicious for melanoma 

(melanoma) 

 

In the application the message displayed will be made according to the algorithm: 

Proposed 

algorithm:_______________________________________________________ 

if (TDS >= 0.00 && TDS<= 2.75) 

   msgbox('We keep under observation')    

elseif (TDS >= 2.76 && TDS<= 4.75)       

   msgbox('Go to the doctor') 

elseif (TDS >= 4.8 && TDS<= 5.45) 

   msgbox('Suspicious Melanoma Cancer Detected') 

% elseif (TDS >= 5.46)   

else 

   msgbox('Highly suspicious Melanoma Cancer Detected')   

end. 

 

5.3 Application description   

Install the ''Skin Lesions" application on your mobile phone: 

 by clicking on the link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18ayYaLWY3hMrn12ghcuQ4q-

30f_fWmoi?usp=share_link 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18ayYaLWY3hMrn12ghcuQ4q-30f_fWmoi?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18ayYaLWY3hMrn12ghcuQ4q-30f_fWmoi?usp=share_link
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 by scanning the QR code (figure 5.5): 

 
Figure 5.5 QR code of the application ''Skin Lesions" 

 

To be able to install an app on a mobile device, you need to enable the possibility to run 

it, from Settings → System → Developer Options. This option must be enabled, as well as 

Debugging → Android Debugging (on some systems it may appear as USB Debugging). 

After installing the application on your device, you will see the following icon in the phone's 

menu, which corresponds to the ''Skin Lesions" application (figure 5.6): 

 

 
Figure 5.6 The ''Skin Lesions" application icon 

 

In terms of architecture, the ''Skin Lesions" expert system also contains a graphical user 

interface (GUI) (Figure 5.7) that facilitates the analysis of the digital image features of the skin 

lesion needed to calculate the final score (total dermoscopy score - TDS).  

 

 
Figure 5.7 Graphical User Interface (GUI) - "Skin Lesions" application 

 

Image selection can be done by clicking on the CHOOSE IMAGE button, which has the 

following options: 

 camera button which will take an instant digital image (Figure 5.8); 
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Figure 5.8 Camera button 

 File button which makes it possible to choose a digital image that is saved to the phone 

or to your own drive (Figure 5.9); 

 
Figure 5.9 Fisier button 

 Photo button which makes it possible to choose a digital image from the mobile phone, 

WhatsApp or Messenger (Figure 5.10). 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Foto button 

 

After selecting the digital image of the skin lesion, the original image can be analysed or 

it can be analysed after performing digital image resizing by pinching (zooming in and out by 

removing two fingers or bringing two fingers together) (Figure 5.11). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.11 Graphical User Interface (GUI) window with selected digital image. 

(a) Original image; (b) Resized image 

 

După alegerea imaginii, aceasta poate fi analizată. În urma analizei și în funcție de 

valoarea TDS se pot obține următoarele rezultate (figura 5.12): 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5.12 Graphical User Interface (GUI) window with messages obtained. 

(a) Benign melanocytic lesion; (b) Slightly suspicious lesion; (c) Lesion suspected to be 

melanoma; (d) Lesion with a high degree of suspicion to be melanoma. 
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If you want to display the values of A, B, C, D and TDS score you can open the More info 

button (figure 5.13). 

    

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5.13 Graphical User Interface (GUI) window with the results. 

(a) Asymmetry; (b) Border; (c) Color; (d) Diameter 

 

These results show how efficiently melanoma detection is performed and how skin lesion 

classification is performed. 

5.4 Original contributions 

The original contributions to this chapter can be summarized as follows: 

 presenting and explaining the stages of development of the ''Skin Lesions" expert 

system;  

 presentation of the methodology used for the development of the ''Skin Lesions" expert 

systems.  

To evaluate the performance of the proposed skin lesion differentiation model, 170 digital 

colour images (70 melanomas and 100 nevi) from the Digital Archive of the Department of 

Dermatology of the University Medical Centre Groningen (UMCG) were used. Table 5.2 shows 

the mean values of the performance measures. Performance was tested on the parameters 

sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), accuracy (Acc) and precision (P). The formulas for calculating 

the mentioned evaluation values are presented in Chapter 2 (2.81 - 2.87). TP, TN, FP, FN 

represent true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative, respectively. According to 

the TDS values images in the melanoma class are considered as true positive (TP) if skin lesions 

are correctly detected, otherwise they are considered as false negative (FN). As for images in the 

nevus class they are considered as true negative (TN) if they are predicted as nevus, otherwise 

they are considered as false positive (FP). ROC and AUC curves are illustrated in Figure 5.14. 

In the experiment, 80% of the images are used for training purposes and 20% are used for 

testing purposes. 
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Table 5.2 Values of performance measures.. 

TDS TP TN FP FN SE (%) SP (%) ACC (%) P (%) 

MELANOMA 46 117 3 4 92.00 97.50 95.88 93.88 

 NEV 71 90 4 5 93.42 95.74 94.71 94.67 

 

Table 5.2 shows an SE of 92% for melanoma versus 93.42% for nev, an SP of 97.50% 

for melanoma versus 95.74% for nev, an ACC of 95.88% for melanoma versus 94.71% for nev, 

a P of 93.8% for melanoma versus 94.67% for nev. In terms of SE, SP, ACC and P for the images 

analysed, it shows a balanced accuracy of correct classification for melanoma and nevus. 

Figure 5.14 shows the AUC values from the ROC curves which have values between 

0.826 and 0.938 indicating a good separation of the two classes: nevus and melanoma.  

We estimated the values of the performance measures of the expert system ,,Skin Lesions" as 

the average between the two classes thus obtaining: for SE - 92.71%, SP - 96.62%, ACC - 

95.29%, P - 94.27%. 

  
 

(a) (b 
Figure 5.14 ROC curves and area under AUC corresponding to TDS values. 

(a) for melanoma; (b) for nev 

 

We compared the results obtained with the clinical risk assessment results of the 

integrated algorithms in the applications (Table 5.3). It can be seen that the proposed algorithm 

achieved a significant improvement in application accuracy. 

 

Table 5.3 Comparison of the results of the proposed application with those of existing applications.. 

Apps SE (%) SP (%) 

SkinVision [112] 73 83 

Lūbax [112] 90,4 91,5 

SkinMD [212] 85,9 86 

MelaFind [213] 82,5 52,4 

FotoFinder Moleanalyzer Pro [213] 88,1 78,8 

Verisante Aura  [213] 21,4 86,2 

Skin Lesions [propus] 92,71 96,62 
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The accuracy of skin lesion detection applications is measured by calculating sensitivity 

and specificity. Sensitivity quantifies the ability of the app to accurately diagnose the presence of 

melanoma, while specificity reflects the ability of the app to accurately diagnose the absence of 

melanoma. 

This comparison demonstrates that the highest sensitivity and specificity of the tools were 

established with Skin Lesions, which could be a valuable tool to raise a red flag, but does not 

replace clinical decision making by the medical specialist.This app can help users be more mindful 

of their health care and improve communication between them and their doctors, but it is important 

that users do not allow the "app to replace doctor's advice and doctor's diagnosis". 
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Chapter 6 

General conclusions and future research directions 
 

The research undertaken shows that image processing is still in need of innovative ideas, 

both in terms of image processing software solutions and hardware solutions that acquire digital 

dermoscopic images without defects, artefacts or noise. 

In this PhD thesis, I have developed a series of own algorithms that are implemented as 

software solutions well suited for the analysis and management of skin lesions to make it easier 

to identify and diagnose early stage of malignant melanomas. Therefore, I can state that I have 

successfully achieved the overall objective. 

The studies cited in this thesis were taken after a careful literature search using several 

databases, namely: 

- IEEE Xplore http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/);  

- Springer Link(http://link.springer.com/);  

- Science Direct (http: // www.sciencedirect.com /); 

- Wiley Online Library (http: // onlinelibrary/);  

- wiley.com/), Web of Science (http: // webofscience.com /); 

- PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed); 

- Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/).  

The proposed methods and algorithms have been rigorously validated and accepted in 

the literature through scientific papers published in prestigious journals and communications at 

national and international conferences.    

For the realization of the PhD thesis I have developed the theoretical part, the 

methodological part and the applied part which represent original contributions in the field of 

research aimed at the realization of an expert system for the evaluation of skin lesions. Thus: 

 In terms of research objectives:  

- in the introduction chapter, we identified the importance of developing an expert system capable 

of evaluating skin lesions based on a set of features correlated with the decision rules used by 

dermatological medical specialists and we have consequently established the research aim and 

objectives in the present thesis. We identified the possibility of realization and implementation of 

the expert system ,”Skin Lesions" practicable for mobile phone users. 

 In terms of practical and applicative contributions:  

- In Chapter 3 we conducted studies on: analysis of skin lesions with significant features [193], 

study of skin lesion asymmetry using artificial neural networks [194], comparison of distance 

metrics for skin lesion differentiation [195], selection of relevant features from non-dermatoscopic 

images for classification of nevi vs. melanomas [196], influence of color space on skin lesion 

classification using statistical features [197], invisible watermarking algorithm applied to 

dermatoscopic images decomposed with discrete wavelet transform [195]. 

- In Chapter 4 we conducted studies on: skin lesion analysis with geometric feature selection 

algorithm [199], color histogram analysis for skin lesion differentiation [197], color cluster 

classification with kNN algorithm [198], skin lesion classification based on surface fractal 

dimensions and statistical color cluster features using a set of machine learning techniques [202], 

skin lesion differentiation using Random Forest (RF) algorithm [206]. 

- In Chapter 5 to ensure the applicability of the thesis we developed algorithms necessary for 

determining A, B, C, D features of skin lesions in order to implement the expert system ''Skin 

Lesions". 

It can be concluded that it is possible to use an expert system for self-assessment of skin 

lesions implemented on mobile phone using image analysis and machine learning, so that any 
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person with a mobile phone can use it. This was the overall objective of the research thesis 

although melanoma image analysis and classification programs have been addressed and 

received solutions in several papers in the past, they are not publicly available, except for the 

MelApp and Skin Scan apps mentioned above, which are currently available for a fee.  

Future research directions include: 

 testing skin lesion classification algorithms on other digital dermoscopic images acquired 

with a mobile device. I believe that the major advantage of this approach is that it is cheap, fast, 

robust and easy to use, with very few constraints on the acquisition protocol of images containing 

melanomas; 

 extending the training database would help future predictions given that in this thesis, the 

sweeps were performed on images collected from dedicated databases but using different 

acquisition techniques (camera settings, positioning, lighting conditions, etc.); 

 adaptation of the expert system to multiple smartphone operating systems given that 

currently the application can only be used on mobile phones with the Android operating system. 
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